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	In the last section of Room 4 ‘Sexualities’ you’ll find the theme  

‘Family and Relationships’ on display. Check out the station ‘Was  

verbinden wir mit Familie’ or What Connects us to Family. Using  

the string, make your own connections. Use the table below for  

English terms. 

	Close your eyes and see how many of the terms that describe family you can remember (in English, 

or course!). Which words stand out the most for you? Which words describe the ideal family? Is the 

ideal family realistic? Which words are a must have and which ones are a must not have?

     Discuss the following idea: ‘Without feelings there can be no memories.’ 

	On the opposite wall from the last exercise you will find a collage of photos plus a mirror in the 

middle. Look closely and you will see that the photos are family snapshots. As you can see, families 

come in all shapes and sizes. Do any of the families surprise you? Has your definition of family 

changed after examining the wall of photos? Describe your own family photo. This can be either 

your current family or the family you want to one day have. 

	Let’s turn around and go back to the middle of the room. Here you will find some fun stations 

on 2 long tables. Find the two media stations ‘Wie gut kennst du dich aus?‘ (How well informed are 

you?) and ‘Sexstunde’ (Lessons in Sexuality).   

a) At the station ‘How Well Informed Are You?’ which facts and laws do you find especially interesting? 

Are they different from the ones in your home country? 
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Geborgenheit = tenderness Scham = shame Freude = happiness

Halt = support Frust = frustration Erwartungen = expectations

Druck = pressure Macht = power Liebe = love

Streit = strife (fighting) Erinnerung = memories Einsamkeit = loneliness

Verständnis = understanding Eifersucht = jealousy Vertrauen = trust

Nähe = intimacy (closeness) Enttäuschung = disappointment
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b) Which terms from ‘Lessons in Sexuality’ were new to you? 

	Now let’s head into Room 5 ‘Memory, Thought, and Learning’. Find the station ‘Mind Ball’ at 

the end of the long table on the left. This is a game where two of you will compete to see how far 

you can move a ball with just the power of your minds! 

a) Who won and how did they do it? Is it better to be calm and absolutely still, or does friendly  

encouragement help? What didn’t work? 

 	Let’s see how easily tricked you are! Everyone answer the following math question individually. 

1 bat and 1 ball cost altogether £1.10 (or $1.10). The bat costs 1 pound (or 1 dollar) more than 

the ball. What does the ball cost? 

Work together as a group to find the answer! Psst… the answer is also hidden somewhere on this 

worksheet!

Helpful:

Unhelpful:

Answer:

Opinion Check-In 

Friends and family members can be helpful when it comes to thinking, learning and 

remembering. What do you think? Why do relationships help us to learn? 


